Dear Friends,

2011 was another remarkable year for PCC Farmland Trust, leading with the preservation of 300 acres of organic farmland outside of Walla Walla—the Williams Hudson Bay Farm. This easement marked our first partnership with the USDA’s Natural Resource Conservation Service, Farmland and Ranchland Protection Program and their first organic agricultural conservation easement.

The Trust board and staff worked throughout 2011 to develop a new strategic plan for 2012-2015. We reaffirmed our commitment to the primary mission of the Trust: conserving and protecting threatened farmland for the purpose of organic food production. However, within that mission we have sharpened our focus on selected areas within Puget Sound where farmland is most at risk. We are looking at opportunities where the Trust can conserve neighboring farmland to consolidate conservation benefits. In this way we reinforce the natural resources and habitat protection afforded by organic and sustainable farmers. In addition, we hope to see signs of a strengthened agricultural economy by supporting stronger organic farmland communities near our urban areas.

The balance of this annual report provides a picture of PCC Farmland Trust’s 2011 accomplishments, supporters, and resources gained and spent. We are pleased to report that we continue to trend upward in revenue, donors and acres in conservation.

The board and staff were assisted this past year by the especially generous contributions of volunteers donating their time to our strategic plan, our community education events and critical fundraising work. We appreciate how skilled and broad our network of friends and partners has become and thank each of you for making your mark on our organization and outcomes.

In gratitude,

Rebecca Sadinsky, Executive Director

Randy Lee, Board President
Looking Ahead: 2012

PROJECTS:
- Preservation of 200 acre farm in Fall City, WA
- Spring tour of Bennington Place Farm and William Hudson Bay Farm in Walla Walla, WA
- Concentration on the Puyallup River Valley: preservation of up to 200 acres

STRATEGIC PLAN:
In December of 2011, the PCC Farmland Trust board of directors adopted a 2012-2015 strategic plan. This plan retains and reaffirms our existing mission: to conserve farmland with a new level of concentration, and to promote agricultural corridors in the most threatened farming areas in Western Washington. With increased organic and sustainable farming, these agricultural corridors could provide environmental and economic benefits to the broader community, while also promoting the primary goal of more organic food production in the urban fringe. Over the next three years, PCC Farmland Trust will endeavor to conserve in concentration, but also study the results—direct and derivitave. Throughout this same period, PCC Farmland Trust will also expand our work to build public and farm community awareness of the value of farmland conservation for organic food production.

---

2011 Key Accomplishments

WITH THE HELP OF OVER 2,000 DONORS AND SUPPORTERS THROUGHOUT 2011, PCC FARMLAND TRUST:

- Saved 300 acres of Williams Hudson Bay Farm in June of 2011, in partnership with the Natural Resources Conservation Service’s (NRCS) Farm and Ranch Land Protection Program (FRPP).
- Held “Celebrate Organic!” a fall tour of 3 organic farms in the Snoqualmie Valley.
- Held tours of Camelot Downs Farm and Delta Farm in the Spring of 2011.
- Entered into a formal partnership with the Trust for Public Land to conserve farmland in Pierce County, leveraging our abilities to save more farms, faster.
- Received a grant from the Washington Association of Land Trust to help us pursue Accreditation in 2013. Accreditation with the Land Trust Alliance is a multi-year process begun in 2011, and will demonstrate that the Farmland trust meets the highest national standards of ethical operation and donor accountability for land trusts.
- Marked a robust year in stewardship accomplishments. In 2011, Stewardship staff and volunteers completed annual monitoring visits on a total of 865 acres of farmland, restored 2,500 feet of wildlife habitat through planting 860 native trees and shrubs adjacent to a biologically rich river, organized a day of invasive species removal, and utilized over 400 hours of volunteer time to enhance natural resources on farms.
- Completed our second year of Local Chefs for Local Farms events, sharing great conversation and delicious local food with 161 community members, chefs and farmers.
- Added many new members to our Agrarian Circle, PCC Farmland Trust’s legacy giving program. Members of the Agrarian Circle make a bequest or other planned gift to the Farmland Trust in order to help secure local organic farmland forever.

---

Winter farming at Delta Farm

Photo: Melanie Conner
Financial Report
January 1 - December 31, 2011

OPERATING EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fund Development</td>
<td>$102,600</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>$114,899</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Programs</td>
<td>$553,914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Education</td>
<td>$92,593</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewardship</td>
<td>$60,649</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmland Preservation</td>
<td>$385,472</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL $771,413 100%

Conservation Acquisition $550,000

COMBINED TOTAL $1,321,413

SUPPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIVIDUAL Donations</td>
<td>$529,240</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Farm Fund</td>
<td>$451,331</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATE Donations</td>
<td>$241,375</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUNDATION Grants</td>
<td>$141,522</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Conservation Grant</td>
<td>$227,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL $932,573 100%

COMBINED TOTAL $1,180,073

Fund Development 13%
Management 15%
Community Education 12%
Stewardship 10%
Farmland Preservation 50%

Individual Donations 56%
Corporate Donations 25%
Foundation Grants 15%
Earned Income 4%
PCC Farmland Trust has two board-designated funds. One is a reserve fund that acts as a savings account for future stewardship of easements and owned property expenses, including legal defense. The stewardship fund is named after Ruth Afflack, a donor who made a legacy gift to the Trust which provided the basis for the fund. The other is our Future Farm Fund – the capital for purchasing easements and real property. Some donors direct their donations to one of these funds. Most of the dollars in these funds are designated by board decision, guided by the Trust’s investment policies.

LEGACY GIVING
Donors who have joined our Agrarian Circle and have designated PCC Farmland Trust in their estate planning.
Anonymous
Kevin Beder
Dean Carrell
Jan and Bill Corriston
Matt and Elizabeth Fikejs
David/e/Humanitarian
Sue Holbink and Ed Hazen
Norma Gellert
Niki Hermanson
Randy Lee
Don Myhre
Kelly Sanderbeck and Brent Ewing
Sharon Swift
Skip Wolff
Barbara Yocum and Bruce Mawrer

$10,000 - $19,999
Badger Mountain Vineyard and Powers Winery
Google Community Grants Fund of Tides Foundation
Greater Tacoma Community Foundation
Leona Bronstein
Quixote Foundation
Tagney Jones Family Fund
The Dickey Fund
The Seattle Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous
Duane and Anita Campbell
Lucy Hadac
Horizons Foundation
Rosenfeld Family Charitable Foundation
Liann Mummy and Steve J. Sundquist
Kal and Doug Taylor
Norman Tjaden
Westwind Fund

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Barnes Family Fund
Clif Bar

$20,000 AND ABOVE
Anonymous
Boeing Company
Microsoft
PCC Natural Markets
Elaine Nonneman

$1,000 - $2,499
Steve and Diane Adam
Gary DeBoer
Adobe Systems Inc.
Margaret Ames
Bangs Family Fund
William and Beatrice Booth

2011 Donors

PCC Farmland Trust has two board-designated funds. One is a reserve fund that acts as a savings account for future stewardship of easements and owned property expenses, including legal defense. The stewardship fund is named after Ruth Afflack, a donor who made a legacy gift to the Trust which provided the basis for the fund. The other is our Future Farm Fund – the capital for purchasing easements and real property. Some donors direct their donations to one of these funds. Most of the dollars in these funds are designated by board decision, guided by the Trust’s investment policies.
2011 Donors

J.J. Jacobi and Erik Neumann
Karen Johnston and Barlow Buescher
Thomas and Mary Ann Kofler
Rebecca Lavigne and Dan Kapner
Dave and Carol Leake
Randy and Mari Hooten Lee
Beth Lenholt
Paul Lippert and Julie M. Beckman
Ronald D. Long
Teresa and Kurt Lutterman
Marypat Meuli and Jeff Larsson
Samuel Miller
Natural Factors
Nature’s Path Foods
Jerry and Whitney Neufeld-Kaiser
Jill Perry and Tania Holland
New Wave Enviro Products
Anna and Keith F. Nissen
Family Unity Fund
Sherrin Plymale and Jim Ireland
Rainier Investment Management
Rebecca Sedinsky and Chris Pfohl
Sarah and Drew Samnich
Mike and Jackie Schmidt
Gerald and Susan Schwabach
Family Foundation
Liza Sheehan and David Ahlers
Ron and Eva Sher
Springfield Creamery, Inc.
Satish Thatte and Vandana Datye
Tides Foundation
Carol Thomas and Mark Wilbert
Tony’s Coffee and Teas, Inc.
Traditional Medicinals
Rick Vanderknyff and Ann Archer
Vibrant Health
Washington Association of Land Trusts
Lyle Whitcomb and Karen May
Nancy and Doug Williams
Sally Yeager
Bailey Zydek

$500 - $999
Anonymous
Carl and Mollie Albrecht
Anonymous
Jessica Arnold
Peter Bergler and Brent Haynes
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Matching Gifts Program
Elizabeth Bjorkman and Guy Smith
Debbie Boyd
Joan Valerie Burnett
Tim Crosby
Karen and Mark Eames
Joel Egberg
Diane Eileen
Fairhaven Mills
First Federal Bank
Friends of the Fields
Jim Ginther
Bev Grant Reed and Eddie Reed
Scott Havel
Marla Herbig
Adam Hitch
Irene Holroyd and Patrick Perkins
Kristen Gillisse Howe and Michael Howe
Gayle Janzen
Dennis Korevitksi
David and Susan Lamont
Lee Ann and Arnold Lorvick
Debra Madsen
de Anna Martin
Anne and Frederick Matsen
Pamela and Donald Mitchell
Pat Mork
Karen Morris-Fine
Elizabeth N. Nelson and Sue M. Bartels
Alan and Cynthia O’Dannel
Hamilton and Marie Oswald
Stacy Leigh and Robert Michael Peronto
Darcy Polliom
Balan Sethu and Lalitha S. Sethu Raman
Donald and Joan Riggin
Shelley Rixon
Raleigh Roark and Mary Preslar
Jeff and Katya Rogers
Barbara Schaetti
Eric Schlegel
H. W. Sheehan
Brooks and Justin Siegal
David Sielaff and Kimberly Christensen
Walter Sive and Cheryl Ellsworth
Leah Soltar and Fritz Cathey
MaryLynn and Doug Spear
Ket and Justin Speyer
Talking Rain Beverage Co.
Anne Marie Tarpey
Laurel Taylor and Evan Stoner
Sunset Tavern
Theo Chocolate
Maureen Thompson
JoAnn Tramm
United Natural Foods West, Inc.
Coralie and Rosalie Venetti
Vineyard Brands
Gary Viren
Vitasoy USA Inc.
Shanti Volkman
Mary Voytko
Betty Wagner
Kristen Jeanne Walter Wright
Kathleen Washienko
Rebecca Weinhold
Daniel Wilson and Jacob Mans
Norman Young
J. R. Zeigler

$1 - $499
21st Amendment Brewery
Sharon and Buzz Aagaard
Alvin Acain and Lynn Hooghiemstra
Elizabeth and Octavio Adame
Caren Adams
Charles F. and Marylou C. Adams
Judith Adams and Ben Kerbaugh
Melissa and Rob Adams
Michaelene Adams
Caroline Admyk
Kimberly Adank
Mark and Tanya Aggar
Jean A. Aguirre
Kathy Albert
Maximilian and Maureen Albi
Alexa Allen
Jessica Lynn and Joyce Allen
Amber Allison and Carmine Vincenzo
Phyllis Alverdes
Amen Foundation Matching
Cheryl and Hellmut Ammerlahn
Pati An
Jennifer R. Ancona
Stephen Anderle and Laurie Bock
Julian Andersen
Carolyn Anderson
Christophor and Nancy H. Anderson
Christy Anderson
Dane W. and Carolyn M. Anderson
Herbert and Faith Anderson
Richard and Mary Anderson
Anonymous
Frank R. Ansley and Evelyn Ansley
Marcia K. Appleton
Susa Aran
Mill Creek Vision
Alice Arnold
Francesca Aspesberro
N. Daniela Assail Hall
Denney Austin
Mary Ayres
Heather Bagdasarian
Nicole Bahr
Brian Bailey
Jim Bailey and Leanne M. Olson
Patricia Bailey
Jemma and Ahmad Baitalmal
Craig Baldwin
Andrew Balicki and Maria Balicka
John D. Ballard and Amanda E. Sepe
Brett Ballbach
Alyssa Bamer
Bank of America Matching Gifts
Susan Bangs-Thom
Daniel and Anne
Darce Barager
William Barclay
Sabrina Barelke Kearney
Christa and Walter Barke
Deborah Barker
Glen and Michelle Barnett
Sharla Barrett
Susan Barringer
Christopher and Naomi Barry
Esther Bartfield and Roger Wynne
Gregg and Sabrina Barton
Martha Baskin
Bruce and Nannette Bassett
Susan Bauer and Stephen Bernheim
Cheryl Bauermeister
Peter Baum and Mayumi Yagi
Bayern Brewery Inc.
Sasha Baylor
Shawn Baz
Marlyn Beard
Lisa Beaton
Ilana Bebchick and Currier McEwen
Jim Becker and Polly Freeman
Paul Becker and Lisa Crosby
Jodi Beckwith and Stefan Cohen
BECU
Inger and Michael Beecher
Ann and Earl Beede
James and Linda Belz
Sara Blez
Brad Benner
Sandra Bennett
Douglas Benoliel
Rolf and Ellen Bentsen
Joanne Benzson
Bart Berg
Carolyn Berg
Mary A. Berg
Jon and Julie R. Bergevin
Marian and David Bergey
Elizabeth Berggren
Dena Berkey
Ruth and Greg Berkman
Susanne Berlin
Beth Berman
Cynthia Berman
Joyce and Alan Bener
2011 Donors

Amy and Peter Berner-Hays
Timothy Bernthal
Mark Berryman
Ruth Berven
Ann and John Bethell
Marta Betzler
William and Margaret Beyers
Holly and Stefan Bieniawski
Big Sky Brewing Company
Mary Biggs
Evelyn May Bill
Irene Billa and Gertrude Brubaker
Carol Binder
Charles and Patricia Bird
Katherine Black
Karel Blaha
Barbara Blair
Catherine Blake
Trina Blake and Bradford Miller
Barbara Blankenship
Diane Blankenship
Karen Blasienz
Bonnie L. Bledsoe
Sharon Boguch
Chris Bohnner
Hilary Bolles
Andrea Bolliger
Ruth Bolliger
Jennifer Bolton
William and Judith Boltz
Heather Bond
Thomas Booze
Tama Borriello
Sheryl, Alex and Kai Barton
Charles Bowen
Diane Bowman
Ann M. Boyce
Marcia and Mike Boyd
Michael Boykin
Kate Bradley
Carlan Bradshaw
Kim Brady
C. Josephine Bramwell
Sandra Fortune Brandt
Annie Breckenfeld
Jane and Bill Bremner
Victor Bremsen
Bonnie Brew
Betsy Bridwell
Rob Brit and Sharon Kita
Bert and Shannon Brock
Janice Brockway
Steven Brogan
Blair Brooke-Weiss
Alisa and Edward Brooks
Claire Brown
Frank Brown
Jonathan Brown
Becky Brown
Ervin and Irma Brueckner
Shane and Arlene Brusewitz
Kathryn and Wally Bubelis
Helen Buckland
Laura Budac
Gro Buer and Bruce W. Williams
The Bungie Foundation
Ross A. Bunnell
Linda and Harvey Buntin
Mary Burki
Beverly Burks
Janice Burnell
Valerie Burns and Robert Cole
Teresa Burton
Victor Burton and Olivia Polius
Jeanne D. Buss
Marcia and Dave Butchart
Joan Caine
Kathleen and Brooks Caldwell
Timothy Callahan
Mike and Julie Calligaro
Karen Cameron
Frederick D. Campbell
Tom and Ada Campbell
Roger Capestany
Paulette Cappiello
Cathy Carlson and Raymond Achen
Debbie Carlson and David Blatner
Mark and Diane Carlson
Steven and Connie Carlson
Maria Carney
David Carr
Carla Carroll
Emilie and Grant Castle
Colette Cavalieri
Celilo Group Media, Inc.
Salle Certo
Maia Chan
Stacy Chatfield and John Roach
Lawrence Chazen and Linda Shultz
Ann and Dennis Chenault
Douglas Cheney and Elayne Puzan
Barry Chernick

Wall Walla WA, near Bennington Place Farm

BENNINGTON PLACE FARM: BACK TO FARMING

2011 started with some challenges for Joel and Cynthia Huesby and their family: in March of 2011 Thundering Hooves, their sustainable meat business, had to close its doors. Fortunately, because the Farmland Trust owns Bennington Place Farm, this ensured that the Huesbys had ready access to land to begin a new phase of farming. After a period of taking stock and re-strategizing, the Huesbys are now back to farming full time, producing several crops. The fields are once again at work-this time with rows of squashes and pumpkins, and organic wheat swaying in the breeze. The Farmland Trust is thrilled to continue to support this local organic farm for many years to come.
2011 Donors

Meta Chessin
Susan Chiat and Ron McCabe
Jerry E. Chinn
Ben Choboe
Billy J. Christensen
Julie and Carl Christianson
Caroline L. Christy and James Cunningham
Ellen Chu
David Chui and Alexandra Stone
Edward Cicotte and Beverly Wessel
Margaret Clancy
Elaine Clark
John and Judy Clark
Michael and Melynn Clark
Joanne and Robert Clash
Kenneth Clatterbaugh and Linda Heuertz
Fiona and Marc Clauson
Marianne Clay
Laura and Bryan Cienna
Frank Clifton
Jacqueline Close
Ned and Jan Cochran
Melanie Coerver
Richard Coffey
Sandra Coffman
Lynne Cohee and Matt Smith
Geoffrey Cole
Glenn and Heather Cole
Terri and Dee Cole
Amanda Coleman
Mayumi Colson
Grace Colton
Comprehensive Medical Center, Inc.
Jeff Compton
Karen Conrad
Avery Cook and L. Scott Shinneman
Terry Cook
Trilby Coolidge
Ellen Cooper
Laurie Cooper and Howard Fankhauser
William Corr and Pamela Mills
Julie Coryell and Seelye Martin
Paula Cosko
Karen Costarella
Charles and Laurie Delson Cottier
Shirley Courtney
Theo Coxe
Celeste Coxen
Justin and Valentina Craciunoiu
Diane Crane
Janet Creighton
Meghan Cronin
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Michael Cross
Barbara Culbertson Allen and Joe Leinonen
Beth Cullison
Jenny and Richard Cummins
Terence L. Cunningham
Donald and Mary Ann Currie
Therese and James Cushing
Terry Dalton
Bridget Daly and John S. Lefevre
Suzannah Dalzell
Nick and Isabel D’Ambrosia
Angelo D’Andre
Debra Daniels-Zeller and Thomas Zeller
Benson Dastrup
Emily Davenport
B. Darlene and R. Scott Davis
Virginia Davis
Madhusudan Mike Dawda
James Day
Rose De Dan
Beth de la Fuente and Kent Sundberg
Kristin De Lancey
Lauro De Rojas
Elsa Perez Dean
Debora Dean
De jong Sawdust and Shavings
Rebecca and Thomas Deardorff
Barbara Delauter
Jennifer Deliker
Leslie Delre
Laura DeLuca
Renko and Stuart Dempster
Hugh and Ginger Denning
Martia Denniston and Frederick Turner
William Dershowitz and Susan Hankin
Ann and James deSmet
James DeVaney
Peter Diaz
Gayle and Rocco Dilorio
Mary Pat DiLeva
Carol Dillon
Laila DiSilvestro
Chris Distefano and Ray Monnat
Roccius Doan and Virginia Warfield
Mary Doherty and Seth Siegal
Kristine and George Donahue
Steven Donaldson
Donnelly-Austin Photography Ltd.
Denise Donnelly and Richard Paschall
Irina Doronin
Sherry and John R. Douceur
Ann Dougerty and James P. Niemants
Elizabeth Douglas and Gregory Hamblin
James Douglas and Alexandra J. Harmon
Staff at Drala Studio for Hair
Michele Drayton and Ian Kennedy
Beth Ann Duncan
Ruth Dunlop
Karen Dunn and Kenneth Mapp
Diana W. Durden
Laura Edgar
Dr. Robert and Dr. Chestine Edgar
Patricia Edmonds
Chad Edwards
Lynn Edwards
Michael and Rachel Eells
Eel River Brewing Company
Suzanne Eike
Renee Elers
Michael and Rebecca Einhorn
Leah Ester Hargrave
Shmuil Elad
Katja Ellertson
Seth Elner
Paullette Elster
Cheryl Emby
Lynda Emel
Jasen and Joanne Emmons
Peggy Enderlein
Andrew and Tricia Enfield
Pam and Scott Engler
Anne Engstrom
Janet Ennis
Craig Erdman
Bertha Eriksson
Jennifer and Jeff Ernst
William and Sally A. Luster
Alicia Evans Imbert
Margaret Evans
Mike Ewanciw
Kristine Ewing
Margareta Faerber
Carol Fahrenbruch and James Prideon
Fairview Christian School
David Fandel
Laurie and Bill Farmer
Karen Farnsworth and Steve Bomkamp
Carole and Ed Favailla
Michele and John Fawcett-Long
Natasha Fedo and Christian Silk
Gregory Feise
Susan Fenton, MSW ACSW
Cathy Febrache-Genard
Stuart Ferguson
Nick Fett and Mary Toulouse Fett
Stan and Jane Fields
Robin Finley and Leonard Russell
Carol Finn
Robert and Judy Fisher
Scott Fishman
Thomas Flatley
Melody and William Fleckenstein
Ilana Fleishman
Cheri Fleming
Patricia and Jack Fletcher
Corinne Fligner and Mark H. Wener
Jenifer Flynn
Clyde and Janet Folley
Robert and Janet Force
Glady's Fox
Jennifer Fox
Laura Gray Fox and Mike Fox
Shari Franjevic
Patricia Ann Franks
Jonathan Freedman and Uranza Perez-Freedman
Liz Friedland
Marcia Friedman
Patrick Friel
Denise Friend
Barbara Fristoe
Daniel Froehlich and Jennifer Hoffman
Barbara Fuller
Michael and Whitni D. Funsinn
Gaia's Temple
Daiga Galins
Kimberly Gallagher
Bruce and Robin K. Galvin
Ulrich and Ethel Ganz
Kathryn Gardow and David G. Bradlee
Liz Garrett
Steven Gary and Elinor A. Graham
Julie Gaskill
Karl Gaskill
Deborah Gayle
Nancy Geiger
Leslie Geller
Cynthia Gerdes and Bruce Johnson
Maureen Gerkings
Amy Gest
Roy and Sharon Ghazimorad
Ian and Christina Gilman
Kathleen Gilman
Bonnie and Hugh Gilmartin
Claude Ginsburg
Margaret Glowacki
Sally Goetsch
Michelle and Brad Goldberg
Hellmut and Marcy J. Golde
June and Julio Gonzalez
Michelle Goodman
Pamela Goodman
Arthur and Carol Goodrich
Sally Goodwin and Kurt Hoelting
Jerri and Don Gordon
Richard Gordon
Chuck and Jan Gould
Tina Gourd and Lorrin Nelson
Allen and Carol Gown
Akiro Graham
Sharon Grant
2011 Donors

Thomas Grant and Julie Kesler
Lynn Graves and Robert A. Morgan
Todd Gray
Robert and Joan Greaby
Greater Kansas Community Foundation
April Greek
Gabrielle Green
Donald Greenberg
Janice S. Gregg
Judith Gregory
Paul Grekin
Hansel Grevstad
Birgit Grimmel
Patricia Grogan
Todd and Luana Groot
David Gross and Kelly E. Sweet
Barbara Gross
Rachel Grossman and Phoenix Raine
Nancy Groot
Joel Grow
Heather Grube
Mary Guay
Paul Gulick III
Steve Gunn
Candace Gustafson
Betha Gutsche
Catherine Habib
Kelsey Vaughn
Christine and Howard Hall
Donald Hall
Peggy and Scott Hall
Jeff and Nicole Hallberg
Robert Hallock
Willia Halperin
Charles Halpern
Michael Halvorson and Rebecca Puls
Owen Hamel
Russell Hamerly
Abdulla Hamid
Carol and Earl Hamilton
Jay Hamilton
Leslie and Matthew Handley
Donna Handly
John Hanretty and Lucy Vaughters
Susan and Don Hansen
Kathryn and Raimo Hanski
Leonard Hanson
Aslaug Haraldsdottir
Hyton and Lawrence Hard
Jim and Kelly Hardiman
Molly Harmon and David A. Wilton
Denis Harney
Deb and Tod Harrick
Bernice Harris
Joan and Blaine Harris
Lisa Harris and David E Wendel
P. H. Harris
Bobbi and Kevin Harrison
Karen A. Lewis-Hart and Derek Hart
Sue Hartman and Patrick Caffee
Craig Hashimoto
Katherine Haven
Kimberly Hay
Steven Hay
Julie Hayden
Sara Hedberg
Kathleen Hegarty and Tyler Gillies
Sandra Heinke
David Heitmiller and Jacqueline Blix
Jonathan Heller
Joseph and Suzanne Hellerstein
Den and Bruce Hemingway
Peter Hemmen
Jeanette Henderson
Susan Henderson
Linda Hendricks
Dirk Heniges
Rick Henshaw
Kathleen Henwood
Kimarie and Jay Henwood
Daniel Herb and Kacey Claborn
Pat Herbert
Jon and Niki Hermanson
Judith Herrigel
Samuel Herschbien
Catherine Hester
Gaye Hewson
Nicholas Heyer
Dave and Carol Heywood
Terence Hiatt
Eline Hickman
Janet Hieter
High Country Contractors
Jill Ann Hill
Steven and Sandra Hill
Ann and Kevin Hilman
Amy Hitchens and Shannon Thomas
Holly Hoag
Evelyn Hodge
Christopher Hoffer
Charles and Marie Hoffman
Judi and Michael Hoffman
Betsy and Jerry Hoffmeister
Gordon Hogenson
Annelle Hollingsworth
Norman Holm
Sharon Holt
Eric Holzt and Jean Guth
Sally Hone
Sonia Honeydew
Betsy D. Hood
Margaret F. Hooten
Linda Hopfinger
Teresa Hopkins
Diane Horn
Barbara Horton
Keith E. and Patricia L. Horton
Twyla and Daniel Hoskins
Sheila Hosner
John Hotta
Jonna Lee Hough
Janeneanne Houston
Heather Howard
Robin M. Howe
Jesslyn Howgate
Clarissa Hsu and John Gowey
Shaughn and Christopher Huck
Joel and Cynthia Huesby
Sarah Hufbauer and David True
Laura Hughes
Connie Hull
Ann Hungar Steel
Ross and Donna Hunt
Gertrude Hurley
Ben and Janette Marie Hursh
Danielle Hursh
Lois Huseby
Suzanne Hutchins
Mark Jesan Hutchison-Quillian
Melissa Huthier and Gordon Hof
Daniel and Catherine Iglesiski
Sandra H. Imaiino
Kimberlee Conway Iretton and Douglas W. Iretton
Carol Ivory-Carline and Jan D. Carline
Mary Frances Jackson
John Jacobs and Nancy Pfeiffer
Marty and Samuel Jacobs
Stella Jacobs
Debra Jaffe
Fredda Jaffe
Lisa Jafree
Don and Pat Janssen
Barbara Jeniker
Bob and Georgia Jensen
Avis Jobrack
Melinda Jodry and Edward Waldock
Betty Johann and Ronni Gilboa
Angela Johnson
Joe Johnson
Kirstie Johnson
Linda S Johnson
Melissa and Russell L. Johnson
Monica and Brian Johnson
Rita Johnson
Tawonya Johnson
Robert Johnston
Mary Jane and Brian Jonas
Eric Jones and Tina Miller
David R. Jones
Ellen Jones
Kathleen and Edward Jones
Kathy Jones
Marthlyn Jones
Mary Ettel and Gifford T. Jones
Maureen Jones
Kristin Jostad
Mildred and Norlin Joyce
Dysa Kafoury
Sarah and Edward Kakaley
Pam and Michael Kalian
Judith Kane
Ray and Charlotte Kanemori
Cecily Kaplan
Angela and Arik Karlberg
Rana Kassel
Marcia Kato
Aaron Katz
Jennifer Kauffman
Alyssa Kay
Brooklyn Kayce
Jon Kechejian and Sandy Schoolfield
Tamara Keefe
Roger Kelem
Debra and Michael Kelley
Scott and Susan Kelley
M. Douglas and Dana H. Kelly
Soojia Kelsey
Sally and Daniel Kennedy
Madelaine Kenney
Katherine Keophila
Mary Jo Degaw-Ketter and David Ketter
Joseph Kiegel
Young-Mi Kim
Gayle and Dennis King
Xena Kinkade
Jillian Kinney
Chery Kinnick
Sandra and Richard Kipper
Ann and Charles Kirby
Anne Kirchner
David Kirdahy
Jacqueline and Thomas Kirn
Lori Kirsis and Brian Kenny
Gerrit Kischner and Nancy A. Bacon
Marlyn Klassenic and Bruce Buls
Robyn and Barry Klarman
Renee Klein
Donna Lee Klemka and Martin Baker
Dan Klepinger and Elizabeth Strickland
B. Matthew Knapp
Sally Knodell
Barbara Knox-Seith
Martha Koester
Lisa Koper and Michal Gluck
Caryl Kordick and Sam Hranac
Leah Kosik
Donna Koss
2011 Donors

Michael and Mariko Kovacs
Judy Koven
Allan Krabill
Mary Beth Krail
Tamara and Brad Krall
Venkatanathan Krishnamachar
Therese and Reid Kuhn
Kristie Kujawski and Gregory Routt
Sarah Kulfan
Donald Kumpula
James and Jean Kunz
Linda Kurij
Michael, LaBaw
Rachel and John LaFond
Rose Lagerberg
Kathleen M. and Michael D. Lampi
Julianne Lamsek
Robin Lancaster
Michael and Rebecca Lane
Kevin and Stina Lane-Cummings
James Lang
Laurie and Sean
Peter Lape and Charlotte Spang
Lauren Larkin
Jimmy and Elhri Larsen
Deborah Larson and Michael Joe Burkett
E.C. Louise Larson
Ronda Denise Larson
Sonja Larson
Doug Laudenschlager
Robin Laurence
Theodole and Carolyn Lavalley
Angela B. Lavigne
Kimberly Ann Lawrence Pate
Anne Lawrence
Rev. Judith Laxer
Candice Lazarus
Beth Le Blanc
Douglas Leary and Karen Kole-Leary
Left Hand Brewing Company
Lester Paul Meisenheimer
M. Helena and David A. Leonard
Rose Lesmith
Oona Leung and Tony Ka
Rachel Levine
Leah Libow
Madalene Lickey
Patricia Limberg and Jesse Shook
Robert and Mary-Megan Linder
Wendy and Ref Lindmark
G. Lindquest
Gregory Lindstadt and Dana Brudie
Jennifer Ling
Teresa Lingvall
Maxine Linial
Myrna Lipman
Carol Lissance
Ruth Little
Clayton and Janelle Littlejohn
Alyson Littman

THE JEFF JOHNSON MEMORIAL FUND

The following people honored the memory of Jeff Johnson with a donation to the PCC Farmland Trust in 2011.

Stephen Tan
Sandra Beren
Carol Binder
Irina Brueckner
Sidonie DeCassis
Julianne Lamsek
Maggie Lucas
James O’Callaghan
Cheryl Parrish
Bryan Pearce
John Vik
Bruce Williams

Anne Louise Livingston and Michael E. Klett
James Livingston
Will and Karen S. Lockwood
Janet and John Loder
John Lombard
Patrick Long and Martha Hyde
Eileen Long
Jack and Chris Loos
Susan and Ronald Loos
Frederica and Craig Lorch
Barbara Loveless
Gayle Loyd
Chris Luboff
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